Beyond ordinary business intelligence dashboards

As every data enthusiast knows, dashboards provide a single view of the most critical metrics of analysis. Take your insights to the next level with automated real-time analytics to deliver more advanced analyses for your organization. Live Analytics Powered by Minitab® provides all data professionals with the ability to easily create and incorporate their statistical analytics into powerful visualizations.

True Analytics Dashboards
Business is evolving, and so should your dashboards. Leverage Live Analytics for automated, differentiated insights and go beyond simple business intelligence visualizations.

Empower Your Data Stars
Make it easy for your power users, scientists, and engineers to deliver more advanced analyses to help you make better business decisions. Now everyone in your organization can transform their data into knowledge on a convenient and shareable platform.
Strengthen Your Analytics Culture

Improve the data literacy of your team, fuel collaboration and put your organization’s analytics roadmap into overdrive.

Minitab Statistical Software and Minitab Connect Are Now Better Connected

The integration of Minitab Statistical Software and Minitab Connect provides seamless analysis of Connect data directly in the MSS Web app. Analytics can be utilized within Connect dashboards and updated as data changes.

Ready to Learn More?

Talk to Minitab

Achieve Success with Minitab’s Solutions Analytics

Data Analysis

Data Transformation

Predictive Modeling

Minitab®

Powerful statistical software everyone can use

Minitab Connect™

Data access, automation, and governance for comprehensive insights

SPM*

Machine learning and predictive analytics software

Online Stat Training

Visual Business Tools

Project Ideation & Execution

Quality Trainer*

Minitab Workspace*

Minitab Engage™

Master statistics and Minitab anywhere with online training

Visual tools to ensure process and product excellence

Start, track, manage, and execute innovation and improvement initiatives
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